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LIVE TOGETHER

The launch of HDB
Community Week 2015
by Minister for National
Development Mr Khaw
Boon Wan on 22 May 2015
started on a celebratory
note, as residents from
all walks of life and ages
gathered in the spirit of
neighbourliness.
Minister Khaw and HDB CEO launched pre-school
storybook “Maddie’s New Neighbours”
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CELEBRATING
COMMUNITY TIES,
ENHANCING
SOCIAL SPACES
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LIVE TOGETHER

I

nto its fourth year, HDB
Community Week goes by
the tagline “friendly faces, lively
places” – highlighting how living
in the heartlands is enhanced by
both hardware infrastructure and
neighbourliness. Residents are
encouraged to go beyond owning
their flat to stepping up and owning
their community.
Three projects which involved
residents in a co-creation process
were highlighted at the exhibition:
Hello Neighbour @ Tampines,
Siglap East’s Walls of Inspiration
and Building Our Neighbourhood’s
Dreams (BOND!) project. Those
were some examples of how
residents had a say in designing
their neighbourhoods.
The event’s bustling atmosphere
was made even more so with
the children and youths around
the Heartland Youthoria! area.
Pre-schoolers were enjoying
story-telling sessions of “Maddie’s
New Neighbours”, the second
pre-school book produced by
HDB, members of the Heartland
Ambassador Programme alumni,
and local industry practitioners.
Students who were by their
Good Neighbours Project booths

Top: Heartland
Ambassadors
with mural
showpiece they
co-created
Bottom: The
All About
Neighbourliness
reading corner,
a cosy area for
residents to pick
up tips and read
about being a
good neighbour

FLIP THE PAGES
I HAVE B EEN A
AND
READ ABOUT
RES I DENT HERE
THE PROJECTS IN
FO R OVE R 40
OUR LIVE WELL
Y E A RS AND I
SECTION!
HAVE A LOT OF
FO ND M E M ORI ES .
I T HI NK THAT
T H I S EVE NT I S
VE RY GOOD AS
I T RE M I NDS US
OF THE GOOD
OL D TI M ES A ND
A LS O HEL PS
MR HO,
TO E DU CATE
LATE-70 ,
RESIDENT AT
T H E YOUNGE R
BLOCK 54 LORONG 5
TOA PAYOH
GE NERATI ON
A B OUT OUR RI CH
HI STORY.
S
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were proudly showcasing their
neighbourliness initiatives
and sharing with visitors their
experience and information on
bonding with neighbours.
Tips on neighbourliness were
also found at the “All About
Neighbourliness” reading corner.
Entertaining comic strips and
articles were plastered around the
cubes, creating a cozy corner for
visitors to take a break and browse
the publications available.
Held at Toa Payoh HDB Hub
Mall, the event’s location was
significant because the town
celebrates its 50th birthday this
year. Toa Payoh, the first HDB-built
satellite town in Singapore, is an
example of how communitycentric design and a strong sense
of belonging contribute to a
thriving estate.
This sense of belonging is
evident especially among the older
residents. Mr Ho, in his late-70s,
a resident at Block 54 Lorong 5
Toa Payoh, said that he visited
the exhibition because of the
showcased photographs of the old
Toa Payoh town.

“I have been a resident here for
over 40 years and I have a lot of
fond memories. I think that this
event is very good as it reminds
us of the good old times and also
helps to educate the younger
generation about our rich history,”
he shares.
Other than photographs, the
“Friendly Faces, Lively Places: Toa
Payoh In Pictures” segment also
displayed Lego models of iconic
places in the town. The electronic
photo book, which was launched by
Minister Khaw, comprises more than
100 photos.
Another visitor Madam Yew,
75, said that she was riveted by
the display of the old Toa Payoh
town photographs. “I am so
happy to see the improvements
that have taken place in Toa
Payoh,” she says.
Even as Toa Payoh matures,
there are already plans in place to
ensure that the town will continue
to stay relevant and vibrant. Under
HDB’s Remaking Our Heartland
programme, Toa Payoh’s town
centre and town park are set to
undergo a rejuvenation effort.

Left: Students
demonstrating
game concepts
that were used
to engage
residents in the
neighbourhood

Top: Getting
a look at the
Lego models
of Toa Payoh’s
landmarks
Bottom: A
resident
engrossed
in the
photographs of
old Toa Payoh

VIEW THE PHOTO BOOK
“FRIENDLY FACES,
LIVELY PLACES: TOA
PAYOH IN PICTURES” AT

www.hdb.gov.sg/communityweek!

LIVE TOGETHER
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B
I N E V E R WA N T E D
AN YTHING
IN R E TU R N
FOR HE LPIN G
S OM EONE . T H E
HAP PINES S I
DER IV E F RO M
BEI NG A BLE
TO HE LP IS
MY G R E ATEST
REWA R D, HOW
CAN I AS K FO R
AN YTHING M O RE ?

Top: Ms
Grace Lee, 66
(Centre)
GNA recipient
Right: The
winning team
for the Good
Neighbours
Video
competition
with their team
leader, Lee Jia
Qian, standing
3rd from left

eyond physical
transformation, emphasis is
placed on towns’ “heartware”,
through programmes such as the
Good Neighbour Award (GNA).
First introduced in 2009, the GNA
recognises individuals for being
outstanding neighbours and is
part of the Good Neighbours
Movement.
GNA 2015 was held on 23 May
at the HDB Auditorium and
saw new additions in the award
categories. The Award comprises
the Open Category (National
and Constituency level) and the
Student Category, which has
been expanded to include PostSecondary Institutions.
Gerald Goh, 17, a National
Recipient of the Student Category
(Secondary) is a precious gem to
his neighbour Ms Esther Tan. The
kind Polytechnic student helps his
neighbour carry her wheelchairbound brother up and down the
stairs several times each week for
his dialysis treatment. Gerald has
even brought it upon himself to
rush back from appointments to
make sure he is around to lend
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Top: Group photo
of GNA 2015
recipients
Bottom:
Minister of State
Lee Yi Shyan
was the Guest of
Honour for the
GNA Ceremony

a helping hand. He says humbly:
“When you help a neighbour, you
also make a friend.”
Another exceptional GNA
recipient is Ms Grace Lee, 66, who
has been caring for her neighbour,
a widow who is also a stroke
patient. Ms Lee helps her cook and
clean the house, supervise her two
school-going children, and even
pay for groceries at times. She
says: “I never wanted anything in
return for helping someone. The
happiness I derive from being able
to help is my greatest reward, how
can I ask for anything more?”
Her nominator for the Award,
Ms Charmaine Wong comments:
“Auntie Grace is so unreserved and
so willing to help someone, her
acts of kindness really go beyond
words, and she is so genuine
about her love and service to help
someone.”
Senior Minister of State, Ministry
of Trade and Industry and Ministry
of National Development, Mr
Lee Yi Shyan, was the Guest of
Honour for the GNA Ceremony
2015, which was also the occasion
for the Good Neighbours
Video Competition prize-giving
ceremony. The competition
attracted more than 3,000 entries,
of which three top prizes and 10
merit winners were awarded.

GOOD NEIGHBOURS
VIDEO COMPETITION

Watch the winning video on
YouTube channel
“Housing & Development Board”.
Lee Jia Qian, leader of the
Nanyang Junior College team
which clinched the top prize
for the Good Neighbours
Video Competition, shared
the inspiration for their video,
Lives We Walk:
“It takes two hands to clap and
we should all work towards
a friendly neighbourhood
even if the neighbour may be
a little cold at first. It takes
time to melt the ice and it
takes determination to never
give up pursuing the warm
environment we would all
love to live in!”
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LIVE WELL

Two communitydesigned projects,
Hello Neighbour
@ Tampines and
Siglap East’s Walls
of Inspiration, show
how residents
can participate in
enhancing social
spaces while
building ties with
their neighbours.

HEY, NE
THE
ART WAY
TO BOND

T

he Hello Neighbour project
was held in Tampines from 8
to 10 May 2015, much to the
delight of residents. Participants,
ranging from kids to seniors, were
spotted drawing murals on walls and
decorating banners.
Hanikha Ramesh, 7, took only a
few seconds to contribute to the
design of a giant maze, while Corrine
Ong, 4, enthusiastically painted tree
leaves on a three-metre wall mural
at the void deck.
The kids had a rip-roaring time
at this experimental community
project between National University
of Singapore’s Centre for Sustainable
Asian Cities and Housing &
Development Board.

Corrine’s mother Mdm Elaine Ong,
35, a resident of Block 701, says:
“Residents of diverse backgrounds
got together through this
neighbourhood art project, which
also allowed for interaction.”
Pointing to her daughter, Mdm
Ong adds: “This art activity makes
residents of all ages feel a sense
of community identity. It definitely
inspires ground-up initiatives to
encourage neighbourliness and
make our heartlands a vibrant and
cohesive place.”
Hanikha’s father Mr M. Ramesh,
41, is an IT professional from Block
852. “We’re energising the estate to
make it a beautiful neighbourhood.
The integration of the multi-racial
communities is important for longerterm bonding,” he notes.
Residents were also invited to
contribute to the floor murals. One
of them was Mr Sadik Basha, 33,
assistant engineer from Block 824,
who described the project as one
“which inspires everyone, regardless
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EIGHBOUR
T HE COM M U N I T Y
B ON D ING IN TA M P I N ES
I S SO R E F R ESH I N G ,
T HER E ’S S O M U C H O F
OW NE R S HIP TO T H I S
ART PROJE CT W H I C H
T HEY F E E L R E A L LY
B ELO NGS TO T H E M

of race, language or religion, to keep
the estate looking clean, neat and
vibrant. Art is one way to bridge the
community.”
Hello Neighbour @ Tampines is a
pilot project to test new and creative
ways to engage the community.
Two concepts – neighbourhood
incubator and social linkway – will
be implemented with ideas and
contributions from the community.
Ms Mizah Rahman, 28, a research
assistant from the NUS School of
Design and Environment, shares:
“The community bonding in
Tampines is so refreshing, there’s so
much of ownership to this art project
which they feel really belongs to
them.”
Hello, Neighbour @ Tampines is
also supported by Tampines Town
Council, Tampines Palmwalk RC,
Tampines Parkview RC, Tampines Ville
RC, Friends of Tampines (residents
who signed up as project volunteers),
National Arts Council, and People’s
Association.

Top images:
Participants
of all ages
get hands-on
in designing
communal
spaces in their
neighbourhood

LIVE WELL

NEIGHBOURHOOD
INCUBATOR

WHAT TAMPINES RESIDENTS
CAN LOOK FORWARD TO!

1
A convenient one-stop hub
for residents to participate in
community activities
and workshops
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The entrance of the Social Linkway
for community gardening and
residents to mingle
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ART LINK

An area with art pieces created
and put up by the community
to instil identity and encourage
conversations

From left: A girl getting her
tile ready for mounting;
Nicholas posing proudly
with his tile; Dr Maliki
chatting with Mdm Wu
after launching the Sports
Wall; A close-up of the
completed wall.
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PIN

831

A void deck converted into a reading
and kopi corner for residents to
interact with neighbours
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A circular hardcourt with appealing
floor designs and additional seats to
facilitate community performances
and informal play activities
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CEMENTING
BONDS
THROUGH
CREATIVITY

S

iglap East’s Walls of
Inspiration, a winning Build-athon project, showcases how
creativity is used to affirm a sense of
ownership among residents.
Seven-year-old Nicholas Prosper
was visibly excited; his large eyes
scanning the sea of several hundred
wall tiles. In line with the sports theme
that was selected by the residents,
each handcrafted tile was used to
form a 1,000-tile wall mural on display
at Block 163, Bedok South Road.
Cheng Chai Feng, 11, a resident at
Block 165, says that designing her
badminton-themed tile rekindled
her interest in the sport. “I love
badminton, but I stopped playing it
for a while as I was concentrating on
netball,” Chai Feng explains.
A co-creation workshop was held
earlier from 15 to 19 March 2015
where Bedok South residents cut and
designed the clay tiles to be mounted
on the wall at the 17 May event.

Nicholas spotted his tile and
held it up proudly for his father, Mr
Anthony Prosper, 50, from Block 166,
to take a closer look.
“My son made friends outside of
his student care group,” Mr Prosper
enthuses. “The crafting process
taught our children the values of
patience and discipline as well. They
learnt that things have to be done
step-by-step and with precision. For
example, every single tile has to be
cut to the same size,” he adds.
Shawn Low, 18, a Temasek
Polytechnic student and resident at
Block 166, felt that the community
project was very meaningful. He
says: “It gives me many opportunities
to bond with my neighbours. It is
especially good for the older residents,
as many of them are cooped up at
home watching television. This is a
good opportunity for me to invite them
to come outdoors.”
Mdm Wu Huang Hwee, 82, a
resident at Block 170, looks forward to
community activities as she can catch
up with old friends and make new
ones. “I live alone and my children do
not always have time to visit me. I did
not know about this activity earlier,
but decided to come because my
neighbours are attending,” she says.
Bedok South’s RC Chairman and
a resident of Block 172, Mr Imhar
Said, in his late 50s, noted the high
number of elderly citizens attending.
He says, “I feel good when I see the

senior citizens enjoying themselves,
and I hope to cultivate the old
kampung spirit – where everyone
is warm, where we are not afraid to
leave our doors open and interact
with one another.”
The friendly and buzzling
atmosphere was certainly
welcoming to passers-by. Mr Gabriel
Eng, 46, a resident of Block 171, was
passing by Block 163 with his son
when they saw the crowd gathering
around the tiles. Mr Eng and his
son, Emmanuel Eng, 8, ended up
staying right through as Emmanuel
started socialising with other children
and made new friends. “We were
attracted by the sporting images as
we both like sports. I think this is a
good chance for him to mingle with
other children,” Mr Eng says.
To keep the interaction and new
bonds strong, the wall also has
magnetic boards that allow residents
to share and exchange information
or photos relating to sports.
HDB aims to replicate a similar
co-creation process for another five
walls at Siglap East which will be
completed by the end of this year.
HDB’s partners for this project
are the Siglap East Residents
Committee, East Coast Town Council,
National Arts Council, and the
People’s Association.
To find out more about Build-athon, read Life Storeys Issue 7 at
www.hdb.gov.sg/lifestoreys

LIVE HAPPY
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SG Heart Map
@ Park, the first
celebration of
the SG Heart Map
initiative, brought
about 1,000 people
together at BishanAng Mo Kio Park to
form an outline of
Singapore’s map
with a heart in the
middle – symbolic
of the theme
“home is where
the heart is”.

ABOUT
SG HEART MAP

SG Heart Map is one of the signature
SG50 programmes to celebrate the
places in Singapore that define home
for us. The series of exciting celebratory
activities showcase 50 endearing places
and our collective hopes for the future.
Eager to know who else shares
the same favourite place as you?
You can read the story submissions
at www.heartmap.sg!

REMINISCE:
A WALK IN THE PARK
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U

pon the map formation, both
Minister Heng Swee Keat and
Minister Grace Fu released
a motorised kite set to the 1998
National Day song, Home, sung by
local singer Kit Chan. The pink kite
joined many other motorised kites in
the air, flying synchronised above the
formation as the participants sang
along and bobbed their balloons to
the familiar lyrics.

Creating new stories
Secondary One student from St.
Margaret’s Secondary School,
Vaitiishwary Mohan, 13, did not
anticipate that being involved in the
SG Map Formation would bring her
so much joy. She and her friends
had spontaneously volunteered to
participate without having any idea
what they were in for.
“I didn’t know it would be so much
fun, I thought we would be arranging
balloons on the grass! Home is my

favourite song, so I didn’t feel tired
under the hot sun. When there’s fun,
there’s no tiredness,” she says.
Another participant from the
community groups is Mdm Zaini Bte
Duad, 66, who is socially active and
a frequent volunteer. Despite the
persistent pain in her left hip, she
attended the event with her friends
whom she got to know 10 years ago
in her Jurong East neighbourhood.
Dismissing the physical discomfort
she felt, Mdm Zaini says: “It’s a
celebration for Singapore’s 50th
birthday, and it was very good for us
because we can meet other people.
I’m happy that I still can join and I
really enjoyed it.”
Clockwise from top:
Student Vaitiishwary
Mohan (standing, second
from left) and her friends;
Allan Ang and his family
enjoying the kite-flying;
Mdm Zaini Bte Duad
and her long-time friends
from Jurong East;
Minister Fu with
participants of the
SG Map Formation
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LIVE HAPPY

Strolling down memory lane
Held in conjunction with the SG
Heart Map celebration is NParks’
SG50 Concert Series in the Park
that presented various performing
acts and well-known local vocalists
such as Olivia Ong, and Jack & Rai.
Game stalls and retro food stalls
also proved popular, attracting
long queues as visitors revisited
memories and shared them with the
younger children.
Close to the stalls, specially
designed kites were handed out to
visitors who could fly them at the
wide grass patch. The sky with sunlit
clouds was dotted with those kites
as well as giant ones that were flown
by professional kite flyers.
Mr Allan Ang Teck Tiong, 48, was
spotted at the event with his wife,
two children and mother. The kite
enthusiast was helping his children
fly the kites and says: “There’s
fulfilment and enjoyment when I
see the kite fly up to the sky. It’s a
nostalgic feeling.”
Thinking of his growing up years,
Mr Ang shared that his childhood
was spent in a kampung in the
Thomson area where he would fly
kites and catch fish from the drains
in his free time. He also remembers
how he used to make his own kites
with paper and sticks, which he felt
was more satisfying than buying
from the shops.
Another highlight of the event was
the Festival Walk. Paths were lined
with eye-catching giant inflatables of
local icons from childhood days, like
paper boats, saga seeds and white
school shoes. These local icons were
the topic of literary works composed

by 10 local writers, who had been
inspired by story submissions to the
SG Heart Map. Each inflatable came
with its unique prose or poetry for
visitors to enjoy. At sundown, the
inflatables were lit up, creating a
magical glow surrounding the heart
of the park.

From top:
Booths for
visitors to enjoy
food, drinks and
memories;

Festival Walk
with its inflated
Singapore icons;
Premiere of the
short film
50 First Kisses

Retracing footsteps
Acclaimed film director Royston
Tan was present to premiere
part one of his short film, 50 First
Kisses. The seven-minute video
featured 25 pairs of Singaporeans
– husband-wife, parent-child or
siblings – who revisited different
local landmarks that had a place
in their hearts. It brought back
memories of sentimental moments
while celebrating the progress of
Singapore over the years.
Sitting among the audience were
Mr Dawn Wong, 60, and his wife,
Mdm Celina Chia, 58. The couple
has been married for 37 years but
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the decades have not blurred the
memory of their very first kiss.
With a hearty laugh, Mdm Celina
Chia recalls, “Our first date was at
Little India, where we went to eat
thosai. The proposal was at East
Coast Park, Marine Parade. That was
one year after our first kiss at the
same location. Old people are very
nostalgic!”
She also named several dating
hotspots in Singapore like Changi
beach, Capitol Theatre and Satay
Club. She adds: “I really miss the
good old days where we would walk
around the Esplanade and end up
eating satay there.”
Part two of 50 First Kisses will be
shown in the finale celebration in
November, along with the giant
installation of the 50 favourite
places in Singapore based on story
submissions to SG Heart Map. Keep
a lookout for them!
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Visit YouTube channel
“SG Heart Map” to watch
50 First Kisses and other videos!
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LIVE GREEN

It is hard to
imagine that
the serene
and scenic
Woodlands
Waterfront
Park was once
the rundown
site of an old
warehouse.
Today, the 1.5km
waterfront
promenade
boasts a
panoramic view
of Johor Bahru
under delightful
open skies.

TAKE A BREATHER AT

WOODLANDS
WATERFRONT PARK
T

he highlight of Woodlands
Waterfront Park is the 400m
L-shaped jetty, which attracts
anglers hoping to land a catch of
barracuda, barramundi or maybe
catfish.
Woodlands resident Mr Jason
Yap, 31, cycles daily to the jetty
to fish, and has befriended
other fishing enthusiasts.
He recalls, “I had some
difficulties, and the older,
more experienced anglers
came over to help, and we
just started chit-chatting.”
The waterfront park
is the size of 20 football
fields, and the spacious
pathways provide joggers
with plenty of room for
exercising.
Spotted doing their
warm-ups in a circle was a
group led by Mr Mamimaran,
46, Operations Manager at
nearby WCH Holdings. The
exercise session is part of the
company’s health programme
called My Health My Life.
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WHAT CAN
WE DO?

SPOT

Stop to appreciate flora and fauna
including Simpoh Ayer and Fish Poison
Tree. Also, spot birds like the Whitebellied Sea Eagle, Purple Heron,
Long-tailed Macaque and
Scaly-breasted Munia.

SEE

Occasional fireworks from Johor.

EAT

Hungry tummy? Rasa Istimewa
Waterfront Restaurant serves halal
Chinese-style seafood.

ENJOY

Facing page, top & bottom:
Sunset view at Singapore’s longest
jetty; members of WCH Holdings’
health programme.

Clockwise from top left:
Playtime at the Spiderweb; Jason Yap
(left) and fishing buddies; Fixie riders
Muhammad Aidil and Muhammad
Thaqif taking a breather; joggers on
the wide paths

The group first ran around
Woodlands Industrial Park before
deciding that Woodlands Waterfront
Park was more appealing. Mr
Mamimaran explained that the air at
the park is much fresher than that
in the industrial area, and the ample
space allows them to jog freely at
their own pace.
WCH Holdings HR Executive Ms
Catherine Lim, 42, says: “The slopes
in the park have helped me improve
my strength and stamina; and
the scenery is a good distraction.”
The mother of two is training for
a 10km run with her colleagues in
December.
The exercise group is not the only
one utilising the park’s generous
grounds. Muhammad Aidil, 15, and
Muhammad Thaqif, 14, are buddies

who are part of the 19-member
strong Spectra Fixie Riders. They
come to the park every Friday
and Saturday to practise stunts on
their fixed-gear bicycles for a solid
five hours.
In the heart of the park is a large
multi-generational playground,
comprising a children’s playground,
a fitness corner, and the two-storey
high Sky Bridges, Sky Cabins and
Spiderweb. Fully netted, the latter is
a fun haven for youths aged 13 and
above, as well as the young at heart.
Mr Zhao Jian Shan, 36, is a
Permanent Resident who came to
Singapore 15 years ago. “We can
view the sea here, and have seafood
at the restaurant. There’s also a
playground to occupy my son. It’s
great!” he says.

Organise community programmes or
activities at the Central Spine Event
Plaza, which can hold up to
200 people.

WALK/CYCLE

Head to Admiralty Park via the
25km Northern Explorer Park
Connector Network.

HOW TO GET THERE

Bus 856 from Woodlands Bus
Interchange; the bus stop is 240m
away from the park’s main entrance.

MY LIFE STORY

W

hen Mdm Tang Pui Wah
moved to Toa Payoh in
1967, it was empty land
and construction sites where new
flats were being built. Now 82,
vivacious Mdm Tang – Singapore’s
first female Olympian who competed
in the 1952 Olympics in Helsinki in
the 100m sprint and 80m hurdles
events – has called the estate
home for more than 47 years. “After
Queenstown, Toa Payoh was the
next new town that was planned.
When my family heard about it, we
were all excited to stay in this new
place that offered spacious and
clean homes in a burgeoning estate.”
Thriving in Toa Payoh
Mdm Tang – who won three golds
at the Malayan Amateur Athletic
Association meet in 1951 and a
bronze at the 1954 Asian Games in
Manila – retired from sporting life in
1955 at 22. When she first moved to
Toa Payoh with her husband and two
sons, they lived in a rented two-room
flat. After the government introduced
the Public Housing Scheme in 1968,
which allows Singaporeans to use
CPF savings for HDB flat mortgages,
they progressed into a three-room
flat and then their present four-room
flat. Mdm Tang, a widow, lives with
her elder son who is 56.
Recalling the time when the
new town began to expand, she
describes the food stalls that lined
the streets: “There used to be
vegetable sellers hawking fresh
produce. I especially liked a stall
that sold soft tofu made by two
sisters who insisted on making
it fresh at 3am every morning.
It was sold wrapped in cloth.”
The bustling pasar malam
(night markets) are also
remembered fondly.
Forging bonds
Warm ties among
neighbours have kept
Mdm Tang rooted to her
community and estate.
Over the many years of
living in Toa Payoh, she
looks back affectionately at
her time babysitting the yearold son of a young couple
who lived one floor below. “I
looked after him for about three
years and although it was more
than 20 years ago and we moved
to different parts of Toa Payoh,
we still keep in contact. Now
he’s grown up and works as a
doctor!” she says with pride.
A common corridor means
chances to interact with
neighbours, and to enjoy
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WITH MY

TOA
PAYOH
Singapore’s first
female Olympian
Tang Pui Wah
watched her
estate develop
from ground up
and reflects on
what she loves
about growing
along with it.

Mdm Tang
posing
with an old
photograph
of her at
Toa Payoh
Stadium
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TOA PAYO H
WAS THE NE X T N E W
TOWN THAT WAS
P LA NNE D. W H E N M Y
FAM ILY HE A RD A B O U T
I T, W E WE R E A L L
EX C ITE D TO STAY I N
T HIS NE W P L A C E T H AT
O F F E R E D S PA CI O U S
AND C LE A N H O M ES I N
A B U R GEONI N G ESTAT E .

pathways for the shortest route.
I always take different ones just
for fun.”
From the panoramic view of Toa
Payoh from the 12th storey sky terrace
of her block, she pointed out other
features. “Toa Payoh is really wellplanned with everything within easy
reach – schools, clinics, shops, a
stadium and parks. After a day out, I
always look forward to returning to
my Toa Payoh,” she says.
Whenever Mdm Tang is near
HDB Hub, she walks through the
lobby. She describes the sight of
excited families peering at the
models of HDB estates, and couples
waiting eagerly to collect the keys
to their new homes. She says: “It’s
so heart-warming to see different
people going about their journeys
of setting up their dream homes. It
reminds me of how I was when I first
started out.”

the flourishing potted plants each
family grows. She enjoys catching
up with neighbours when they bring
their recyclables to the void deck’s
collection area. “It’s heartening to see
parents with young children carrying
bags of refuse because they can
learn from young the importance of
caring for their neighbourhood and
environment.”
Lauded as a sports pioneer and
legend by the Singapore Athletics
Association and inducted into the
Singapore Women’s Hall of Fame
last year, sport remains a lifelong
passion for Mdm Tang.
“Our second home overlooked
the Toa Payoh Stadium and every

morning, there would be elderly
doing taichi, and people running
on the track. I enjoyed watching
them, especially in March and April
when schools held their sports days
there and I could see the children
competing and hear them cheering.”
Thoughtful town planning
Mdm Tang noted Toa Payoh’s clever
and thoughtful features, and shared
a tip for navigating the shophouses
near Toa Payoh Central: “Along
the rows of shophouses, colourful
painted features over doorways lead
to other shops, while the plainer
ones lead to dead ends. It’s like an
adventure to weave through these
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